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• 	Inorganic Materials Research Division, LavTence Radiation Laboratory, 
Department of Mineral Technology, College of Engineering. 

University of California, Berkeley, California 

November 1966 

ABSTRACT 

The plastic deformation and fracture characteristics of two gold- 

platinum alloys strengthened by spinodal decomposition have been ex-

perimentally investigated. It was found that the fracture path in these 

alloys is primarily intergrannular; this is caused by incoherent grain 

boundary precipitation of the equilibrium phases. The grains themselves 

are not embrittled by the transformation. It was also found that the 

initial work-hardening rate is higher than normally observed, and that 

the proportional limit is appreciably increased by spinodal decomposition. 

A new theory was advanced to account for the work-hardening behavior, 

and it is in good agreement with experimental results. It was also shown 

that present theories cannot account for the large increase in propor-

tional limit. 

* 
Now at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Non-ferrous precipitation-hardening alloys geera1iy exhibit maximum 

strength. during the early stages of the precipitation reaction, when in 

• 	 the stage of coherent preprecipitation. The preprecipittes should not 

be more than about 100 A apart, and shi1d be as uniformly distributed 

(1) 
• 	

. 	 through the volume as possible. 

* 
Spinodal decomposition is a method of obtaining such a structure. 

Early investigations, of this mechanism implied that it is the closest 

approach to homogeneous nucleation in the solid state.(2)  Later ex-

perimental investigations of face-centered cubic alloys of this type 

showed that structural changes occurring within the unstable solution 

lattice consisted of clusters leading to precipitates of the equilibrium 

phases and were distributed periodically in the parent lattice, the 

periodicity being along the cube axis directions. ' ' 	Recent theoreti- 
~ cal treatments of spinodal decQmposjtion67)  lead to the same conclusion, 

i.e., that the spatial distribution of "nuclei" should be periodic within 

the parent lattice. In particular, Cahns theoretical treatment for cubic 

alloys includes the effect of elastic strain energy in the criteria for 

existence of spinodal decomposition and subsequent growth of the structure; 

an important conclusion was that wave propagation vectors should be in the 

cube axis directions for spinodal gold-platinum alloys, producing a iniform 

preprecipitate dispersion. 

S 

* 
Spinodal decomposition is thought to occur.within the spinodal region 

• of a two-phase field, where the boundary of the chemical spinodal region 
• 	 ?2F 	• is defined by the locus of 	• = 0: F = Gibs free energy of the un- 

ox- 
stable solution and x = atom fraction in a binary alloy. 
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Tiedema, et al.investigated the spinodal eection in the gold-

piatinum system by x-ray,  diffraction methods andfound that the maxnum 

wavelength (haracter1zing the periodic cluster distribution) attained 

before loss of coherency was about 40 a 0, where.a 0  is the lattice constant 

of the unstable solution. Measurements of microhardness were made on 

alloy specimeis at various stages of isothermal aging; very high values 

were attained (up to 	vickers) and occasionally brittle-type fractures 

occurred, so it appeared that spinodal decomposition may have caused 

marked changes in mechanical properties of the alloys. 

The present research was undertaken to investigate in detail the 

deformation and fracture characteristics of gold-platinum alloys iso-

thermally aged within the spinodal region of the phase diagram. Of 

particular interest is the reported brittle nature of these alloys, which 

was attributed to quenching strains by earlier investigators. Preliminary 

results of the present work indicated that the apparent brittle fracture 

is caused by grain boundary precipitátion.. 8  

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

Alloy specimens of nominal compositions 60% Au- 140% Pt and 20% Au.-8O% 

* 
ft were supplied in the form of 0.020 inch diameter wire, fabricated 

from induction melted ingos in the manner previously describedJ 

Spectroscopic analysis for metallic impurities showed the major 

contaminants to be Rh(<.Ol%), Pcl(<.07%),•Fe(<..07%);  all others less 

than 0.011%.  Particular attention was given to silicon concentration 

weight percent, hereafter called 40_60 and 80-20, respectively. 
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two separate determinations showed silicon concentration to be < 0.000-11 

The wire tensile specimens were homogenized by'direct resistance 

heating for 1 hour at 1225 ± 5° C. followed, by He gas quenching to room 

temperature. Isothermal 'aging at 510 ± 10° C was done in either a molten 

salt bath followed by ice water quenching, or in.the same manner as homo-

genization. Both of. these operations have been described in detail 

earlier. 	. 	 . . 

Because, of limited ductility found in aged specimens it was necessary 

to devise a gripping.technique that would not deform the wires at the 

points of contact. The grips developed are shown disassembled with the 

alignment jig in Pig. la and assembled in Fig. lb. The tensile specimens 

were epoxy resin bonded in the small stainless steel grip tubes with snap 

rings fitted on each end. The larger brass grips, with threaded ends for 

attachment to the testing machine, were drilled andbroached to provide a 

slip fit with the stainless steel tubes. The snap 'rings anchored the grip 

tubes in the brass, grips. The tensile specimens were 3.25 in. overall and 

the gripped length was about 0.875 in. on each end. The free span between 

brass grips was about 1.5 in. The assembled tensile specimen and grip 

assembly was'placed in the aluminum alignment jig, as shown in Fig. ib, 

before the resin was cured. With the alignment jig fastened shut, so 

that the whole specimen-grip assembly was a rigid unit, the resin was cured 

at 600 c. The jig was not removed until the specimen was in the tensile 

'iachine, with a slight preload applied. 	 ' 

Tensile tests were made in an Instron constant strain-rate testing 

machine. All tests were performed at a constant strain rate of 0.005 in. 

per mm. Specimen elongatIon was measured directly, using the central 

inch of the specimen free span as a guage, length, by attachment of an 
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electrical extansometer (Instron Model No: G-51-11, sensitivity 

5 x 10 	inch) directly on the wire; experimental results were displayed 

directly as a load-strain curve. Calibration of the extensometer with 

a micrometer head showed that a displacement of 5 >< 10 in. could be 

reproducibly measured. The calibration of the load cell and extensometer 

system was checked with music wire specimens; the average elastic modulus 

was calculated to be 29.0 ± 0.5 x 10 psi for five determinations. 

• 	
PERLENTAL RESULTS 

Characteristic stressstrain curves of 40-60 alloys in the homo-

genized and quenched condition and after aging for various times are 

shown in Figs. 2 through 5. Mechanical properties of these alloys 

determined from the stress-strain curves are given in Table I. 

TABLE I 

Mechanical Properties for. 40-60 Alloys Aged at 510 ° C 

Age Time Youngs Modulus Proportional Limit 	Fracture 	Plastic Strain 
Hours 	-6 . 	-3 	 Stress 

10 x psi 	10 x psi 
io -3x psi 	xl 

0* 21.6 74 121 32.3 

0.5 20.5 95 160 4.20 
lx 19.2 96 162 
5* 20.9 110 161 2.65 

10*. 	. 21.4 110 169 2.98 
20* 	• 21.1 110 169 • 	3.02 
975* 21.6 109 166 2.98 

* 
Duplicate specimens. 

** 
Proportional limit defined as stress corresponding to departure from 
linearity.on stress-strain curve. 
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• 	 The most pronounced change accompanying aging was the large increase 

in work hardening rate and the abrupt decrease in plastic strain to frac-

ture evident from the beginning of the precipitation reaction. The ini-

tial yield point increases by about 25% during the first one-half hour 

of aging and approaches a constant value about 50% higher than the 

homogenized and quenched alloy after 5 hours aging at 510 °C. Another 

group of specimens was aged at 1410 °C to investigate mechanical property 

• 	changes at earlier stages of the reaction. The results obtained are 

given in Table II and characteristic stress-strain curves for two of 

• 	the alloys are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 

Table II 

Mechanical Properties of o-60 Alloys Aged at )410 °ç 

Aging Time Youngs Modulus ProportionaL Fracture Plastic Strain 
Hours -6 Limit Stress to Fracture 

10 	psi 
3 l0 	psi 10 	psi xlO 

5 20.6 96 iso 5.57 

10 22.0 96 15 	• 

21.0 111 161 3.90 

200* 	• 20.8 102 16o 

* 
Duplicate Specimens 

The stress-strain curves for alloys aged at l0 °C show the same general 

characteristics as those for alloys aged at 510 °C, except that the increase 

in slope proceeds at a smaller rate. The average elstic modulus for all 

• 	o-60 speciiens tested. was 21±1x10 psI. 

• 	 The work-bardeningrate, defined here as the slope of the stress- 

• 	strain curve at a specified plastic strain, was calculated graphically 
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for all stress-strain curves at a plastic strain of 2.5x10 3 . The 

selection of this strain value Js arbitrary; it was chosen because it 

is the largest plastic strain allowing the rate calculation before frac- 

• 	ture for all the stress-strain curves, and the slope of the curves become 

• 	increasingly different at increasing strains. The results of these 

calculations are given in Teble III; they show a gradual increase in 

work-hardening rate for the specimens aged at 41000  and a less well-defined 

increase for those aged at 510 °C. The work-hardening rates at a plastic 

strain of 2.5xl0 3  range from about 0.2E in the case of the homogenized 

and quenched specimens up to a constant value of about 0.85E. 

TABLE III 

Work-Hardening Rates of 40-60 Alloys Measured at Plastic 

Str.ain = 2.5x10 3  for Various Aging Times and Teneratures 

• Age Temperature 	 Age Time 	 da/d€ 
• 	°C 	 Hours 	 -6 

xlO psi 

* 
0 	 0 

410 	 5 	 10.1 

lao 	 10 	 12.0 

'ao 	 4o 	 14.4 
410* 	 200 	 17.6 

510 	 0.5 	 16.4 

510 	 • 	. 1 	• 15.8 

• 	 510 	 5 	• 	 190 
• 	 510

* 
	 • 	 10 	 • • 	18. 
* 

• 	 510 	 20. 	.• 	 18.5 
* 

510 	 97.5 	 17.7 • 

* 
Avg. values for duplicate specimens 
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A number of tensile tsts were conducted on quenched specimens of 

the 80-20 alloy. This alloy always fractured while still in the elastic 

region of the stress-strain curve. Fracture strengths were on the order 

of 130,000 psi No further mecnariical property tests were carried out 

on this alloy. 

Tensile specimen fracture surfaces were examined optically using 

a scanning electron microscope.. Fracture topology for specimens aged 

1 hr at l0 °C indicated that separation along grain boundaries was the 

primary failure mechanism. An example of this behavior is shown in 

Fig. 8 For a small central area of the wire the fracture path was 

transgranular, but most of the fracture was intergranular. This fracture 

behavior persisted in aged specimens up to the longest aging times in-

vestigated, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. It has been shown earlier, by 

optical metallography, that incoherent grain boundary precipitation 

occurs in these alloys in small amounts during quenching from the homo-

genization temperature, and continues during aging.' 8  When the alloys 

are in the homogenized and quenched condition grain boundary precipitation 

in the 80-20 alloy is easily observed, particularly at grain edge inter-

sections, but it is almost absent. in homogenized and quenched 1 0_60 alloys. 

Precipitate was easily observable in the intergranular region of frac-

tures in aged specimens. A typical example is shown in Fig. 11, where 

a grain boundary precipitate about 2i thick can be seen, as a vertical 

layer, defining the plane of intersection of two grains at the fracture 

surface. The amount of precipitate at grain boundaries is quite variable 

from one position in a specimen to another, some boundaries not exhibiting 

appreciabl precipitate even after aging 100 hours at 510 C. Even small 

amounts of grain boundary precIpitate will, however, have a noticeable 
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effeét on the fracture surface appearance, as shown in Fig. .12. This 

homogenized and quenched 40_6o specimen fractured with about O% reduc-

tion in area, but a few large, flat areas resu1tiig from tearing along. 

grain boundaries arc present. 

The flat grain boundary facets on fracture surfaces were examined for 

the presence of. river markings characteristic of cleavage fracture, but 

none were found. The transgranular regions of the fractures, in the 

central parts of the wires, were also examined at higher magnification 

to determine the nature of the fracture there. These parts of the frac-

tures were found to be composed of many very small cavities surrounded 

by what appeared to be small shear lips. An example of this is shown in 

Fig. 13.  This is the characteristic appearance ofa transgranular shear 

fracture in the scanning electron microscope. 

An optical examination to determine the presence of slip within 

grains was made on the surface of several tensIle specimens which had 

been electropolished before straining. Slip traces were found on many 

grains along eàch specimen examined; an example is given in Fig. 124. 

Slip traces were generally quite difficult to observe optically. Usually 

long, straight slip lines in a single direction (in a particular grain) 

were observed. In gras forming the fracture surface coarse slip bands 

were observed, as shown in Fig. 15. Several specimens were examined by 

sectioning along the wire. axis after tensile testing to determine whether 

multiple cracking of grain boundaries had occurred during tensile testing, 

but no evidence of this type of ±ilure was found. 

It has been sho'm by earlier mlcrohardness measurements that the 

g:ain boundary precipitate is softer than the grains themselves, but it 

w..: not possible to measure the difference quantitatively because of 
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the small boundary thickness. ) Some qualitative investigations of the 

composition of the grath boundary precipitate were made with a microprobe. 

These were generally inconclusive until relatively thick regions were 

formed. These regions appeared to be platinum rich relative to the grain 

interiors in 40-60 alloys. 

DISCUSSION 

Fracture Characteristics 

• The brittle appearing grain boundary fractures are unusual in an alloy 

of two elements normally considered quite ductile whose phase diagram ex-

hibits no ordered phases or intermetallic compounds.
(114)  It was reported 

earlier that the brittle grain boundary fracture characteristic appeared 

to results from a precipitation in the grain boundaries of a. thin film 

of soft nearly equilibrium phase material weaker than the grains them-

selves. 8  The precipitate was expected to be platinum-rich in 14o-60 

alloys and gold-rich in 80-20 alloys. The present microprobe results sub-

stantiate this conclusion for 40-60 alloys aged for long times at 510 ° C. 

Microprobe results for both alloys aged f or short tines were inconclusive. 

20-80 alloys were not examined after long aging times. 

The questionof whether or not plastic straining in the grain boundaries 

makes a significant contribution to the observed plastic strain during a 

tensile test must be considered. In the homogenized and quenched 80-20 

alloys metallographic observation showed grain-boundary precipitation to 

be present, but no measureable strain was observed upon testing. In aged 

140-60 alloys the amount of grain-boundary precipitate increased with aging 

time, but the plastic strain to fracture decreased until maximum strength 

was reached and remained nearly constant thereafter (Table I). These 

experimental observations make it unilkely that sign±ficant plastic strain 
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could result from flow of precipitate in the grain boundaries. The e.b-

sence of multiple gre in-boundary cracking along the length of the specimen 

noted above precludes this phenomenon as a souràe of apparent plastic 

strain. 

It is concluded that fracture occurred in the grain boundaries be-

cause of the soft material present there and appeared to be brittle be-

cause the much stronger surrounding grains constrained the softer phase 

in the boundaries and prevented its f]ow. 

Work-Hardening Behaviour 

The high work-hardening rate observed during tensile testing of aged 

40..60 alloys extended to strains larger than 002% into the plastic region 

of the stress-strain curve. The observed rate is too large to be accounted 

for by existing theories of work-hardening, and the high rate persists over 

larger plastic strains than the usual extent of the initial steep part of 

a stress-strain curve for a polycrystaL (Stage II). The stress-strain 

curves, for soft copper, iron, and tantalum dres, determined in the same 

way as for the gold-platinum alloys, showed.that the Stage III work-

hardening rate was always well established after about 0.1% plastic strain; 

the amount of plastic strainrequired to re-establish the Stage III work- 

hardening rate was much less than 0.11% when the specimens had been previously 

strained into the Stage III region. 

The hIgh work-hardening rates observed in the present work could be 

accounted for by a structural model based on results of earlier x-ray 

diffraction and theoretical investigations of the tr'ansformation mech- 

anism.(571) 
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The structural changes occurring in the supersaturates solution 

lattice of alloys undergoining spinodal decompositioih cause a diffuse 

scattering phenomenon termed ttsidebandsU  to appear on x-ray diffraction 

photographs taken during the early stages of the reactioh. The theoretical 

treatments of sideband scattering noted above indicate that its origin is 

a periodiQ modulation of the lattice Constant of the supersaturated lattice, 

in the cube axis 	 A "wavelength' t  characteristic of the 

size of the lattice parameter modulations can be calculated from the 

Daniel-Lipson equation: 

htan0 
X 	2 	

hkl 2 
	

(1) 
+k +i)e 

where 

X = modulation wavelength, in lattice parameters of the quenched 

metastable solution 

h,k,l = Miller indices of parent Bragg reflection 

0 = Bragg angle of parent reflection 

= angular displacement of .sidebands from 0 

for a Bragg line with indices of the form (h h h), (h h 0) or (h 0 0). 

An investigation of the variation of wavelength with isothermal 

annealing time has been made for several gold-platinum alloys; the re-

sults for the 40-60 alloy at 02° C show the.wavelength to vary logarith-

mically with aging time (seeFig. 16). The initial wavelength is about 

17a and this increases to about 3a in 1200 min. 	It is assumed that 

the lattice parameter is modulated along the three cube axes. Along one 

axis the modulation is given by 

Aa x a = a + 	sin7r (/2) 	
(2) 
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where 

a = .lattice constant of the quenched solution 
• 	 = maximum difference in lattice constant between gold-rich and 

and platinum-rich regions 

s. = wavelength of alloy in lattice constants of quenched solution. 

The alloy lattice is considered to be a sequence of alternating gold and 

platinum-rich regions along (100) in space, with average spading between 

• 	 centers of.X/2. The.rnovementof dislocations under an externally applied 

• 	stress will cause lattice mismatch shearing strains, for example, by 

shearing a platinum-rich region over a gold-rich region. One slip system 

of the form (ill) (110) is assumed active per grain. The rximum shear 

La strain possible is 	. The lattice shear strain caused by the passage of 

n dislocations through the lattice can be represented by the, following 

equation, when nb is small compared to ?: 

	

.27mb 	. 
(3) 

where y is a unit vector in the slip direction. If .' X/bf and noting 

thaty 	= -' then the lattice dsregistry shear strain is max .2a0  

	

2a 	27m 
-y = 2a 	sin 	 (4)0   

The tensile stress, T, opposing the further propagation of dislocations 

	

through the lattice (assuming Sc1imd factor = 1/2) is 	 S  

___ 	27rn. 	' 	 S  

T = 	a 	G sin 	 () 
0 	' 	 I' 	 • 	 • 	 , 	 . 	 5 

and the total flow stress for the alloy in the plastic region is 
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f2a 	f.2m \. 
PL + 	a 	

G s
.
n —r ) 	 ( 6) 

where'PL is the stress at the experimentally observed proportional limit, 

and G is the.. shear modulus. G.is calculated to be 7.5 X'lO psi from the 

eerimental value E 21 x 106 psi, assurning v = 0.. The lattice con-. 

0. 

stant, a0, for the unstable solution is 2#.015A, and the difference in 

cubic lattice constants of the equilibrium phases is 0.123A. ' The 

equilibrium value of Aa is however, not the correct value to use in Eq. (5); 

it is too large for the coherent state. An approxinte calculation of 

the coherent a, which is unavailable from x-ray diffraction. or thermo-

dynamic measurements on gold-platinum alloys, can be made from x-ray 

measurements of .spinodal decomposition in other alloys. 

Guinier 	has pointed out that alloys exhibiting side'bands in the 

early stages of precipitation reactions may have intermediate stages in 

the precipitation reaction between the sideband and equilibrium stages; 

the occurrence of such intermediates Is related to the difference in 

lattice constants of the cubic equilibrium phases. For example, iron-

copper-nickel spinodal alloys exhibit an intermediate stage of two 

c":existing tetragonal phases between the sideband and 

in this case the difference in equilibrium cubic lattice constants is -1%, 

ipared to 3.14%  for gold-platinum alloys. Gold-nickel alloys have -10% 

difference in equilibrium lattice parameters, and it is very difficult 

to obtain even the initial sideband stage in the precipitation reaction.(12) 

It is reasonable to, assume that theexistence of the modulated structure 

depends on the strain-energy associated with it; the strain.energy will 

increase as a increases toward the equilibruin value and. the occurrence 

of iitermediate stages beyond sidebands depends on the difference of atomic 
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diameters of the constituent atoms If this difference is too large, the 

different c/a values of the coexisting tetragonal phases will prevent their 

frrnation and the cu'oic equilibrium phases appear dirctly. The maximum 

coherent value of the cubic lattice constantmodulation can be calculated 

from the measured lattice constants of the coexisting tetragonal "phases" 

for iron-copper-nickel alloys by assuning the volume of the tetragonal 

cells is the same as the modulated cubic cells that preceded them. 

Hargreaves 	measured the latt±ce constants of the partially coherent 

coexisting tetragonal phases in an iron-copper-nickel spinodal alloy 

(cuioFerrNi3); the calculated maximum a for the cubic modulations is 

0.02X and the lattice constant of the quenched solution is 3.586A. The 

coherent a for gold-platinum modulated structures is estimated to be: 

Fe-Cn-Ni 	 ) = 0.026A 	
() 

°Fe -Cu-Ni 

This calculation neglects differences in elastic moduli between the two 

systems, however a recent estimate shows they probably do not differ by 

more than -1, which is negligible for the present purpose. 

If it is assumed that active slip planes in this alloy are -lp.  apart 

and G is taken to be 7.5 x  10 psi as calculated abare, a stress-strain 

curve can be calculated. This has been done for an alloy having a wave-

length of 240b, correspondIng to an aging treatment of -10 hours at 510 ° C. 

The results are compared with the stress-strain curve in Fig. 17. Cal-

culateci values agree quite closely with the experimental curve. 
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Proportional Limit 

The eer5Jnenta1 results show that the proportional lithit increases 

with aging time in the 0-60alloys. It is interesting to conarethe 

present results with a theoretical treatment of strengthening by spinoda 

decornpotion due to Cahn. 	He asspmes ininitesirna1 periodic corn- 

position fluctuations along cube axes.of the form 

C = A in 	 (8) 

where 

C=C(x) 

x = distance along'be axis 

Co 
 = average alloy composition 

A = amplitude of fluctuation 

X = fluctuation wavelength 

The various contributions to the forces on a stationary dislocation in 

• 	 equilibrium with its environment i.e., before application of external 

stress) are áonsidered and the tesselated stress field caused by the 

periodic variation in lattice constant (resulting from the composition 

• 	 fluctuations) is found to be predominant. For a (iii) [lO] slip system 

in a face-centered-cubic alloy, a string model of a dislocation is allowed 

to assume its equilibrium shape in the stress field. Two cases are 

examined: 

If the dislocation is yery flxible, it can bend around energy 

hills of the stress fild and loop between them. This behavior 

• 	 is analogous to Orowan hardening. 

If the dislocation is stiff (or the stress field fluctuates 

stee1y on a small scale) it must remain nearly straight and 

shear the composition fluctuations when moving under an applied 

• 	 stress. 	 •. 
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Case 2 above should hold if the inecuality holds, 

 
27rGb 

where A is as above in Ec. (8) and 

= Burgers vector 

na , 	a = lattice constant, C = C(x) 

E 	= Young t s modulus 

G = Shear.moclulus 

press1on (9) can be evaluated for the present case by noting that 

d2na-A 
.A71=A.dc __._.,.  

the same lattice strain parameter used in the discussion of work-hardening 

above. Now the criterion for shearing or non-shearing of the fluctuations 

becomes 

b - 
	(..o3)(2Llo6)(4ob) 	= 6.xio 2  

T 	
<1 	(ii) 

r aG 	 ol5)( ')('1.xl0 )(6) 

indicating that dislocations are nearly straight and shearing of the 

fluctuations should occur during plastic strain. This is consistent 

with the model described above for work-hardening. Now the applied 

stress necessary to cause yielding is given as 

= (A1)Ex 	 (i2) 
6 \r6Gb 

for screw dislocations and 

= (A0)2E2x 	 (13) 
2.T\r2 Gb 

for edge dislocations. 
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• 	 It is seen that screw dislocation should move most easily. The 

• 	 experimental results show that the proportional limit is -10 psi for 

a 40-60 alloy with X Lob (corresponding to about.l0 hrs. aging at 

510° C). Putting the values obtained ealierin Eq. (12)wecalculate 

• •• 

	

	 a 600 psi, considerably less than the experimental value. For edge 

dislocations the calculated yield stress is 2800 psi. 

It may be objected that the value of Ea, ,03A,  estiinated above Is 

too low, causing an error in the calculated yield stress. However, 

assuming a yield stress of 10 psi and using Eq. (12), the value of Aa 

required to give a yield stress equal to that observed can be calculated. 

This was done, and the required a = 0 .35A. This is unrealistically high, 

since the difference in equilibrium cubic lattice constants is -0.13A. 

This yield stress theory is based on assumed Infinitesimal composition 

fluctions, and is the equivalent of Mott-Nabarro hardening by long range 

coherency stresses in nucleation and growth age-hardening systems. In 

the present experiments the composition fluctuations are much larger than 

infinitesimal, and this may cause the disagreement. No further detailed 

analysis of the increase in proportional limit has been undertaken in the 

present work. 

- 	 StJ4ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The changes in mechanical properties of two gold-platinum alloys due 

to spinodal decomposition have been determined experimentally. The pro-

portional. limit and initial work-hardening rate of 0-60 alloys increased 

upon isothermal aging withifr the spinodal region, and the fracture mode 

changed from ductile shear-type In the homogenized and quenched alloys to 

one of primarily grain-boundary character in the aged specimens. The 

20-80 alloy exhibited the same fracture characteristics in the homogenized - 
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and quenched condition; aged ailbys of this composition, were not invest- 

• gated. 

The grain-boundary fractures observed are caused by incoherent grain 

boundary precipitation of a second phase, differnt in composition from 

the matrix. For the 0-60 alloys, this phase is ptinum-rich according 

to the phase diagram it is nearly pure platinum,, and therefore much softer 

than the surrounding hard matrix, grains. The grain boundary precipitate' 

should be gold-rich in the 20-80 alloys, and the grain boundary fracture 

occurs for the same reason as in the 14060 alloys. Metallographic results 

showed that the:grains themselves are not embrittled by the spinodal trans- 

formation. 

The increase in work-hardening rate at small strains was analyzed 

using a model for the structural changes occurring during the early 

stages of spinodal decomposition that is in agreement with the results 

of earlier x-ray diffraction investigations. The increasing rate is 

attributed to rapidly increasing deformation-induced internal strains, 

resulting from shearing, by moving dislocations, of uniformly distributed 

composition fluctuations in the parent solution lattice. The slope of 

the stress-strain curve is determined by the trigonometric term of Eq. (6), 

d this is dependent on the small scale, periodic characteristics of the 

s'ructural changes during spinodal decomposition, not on the magnitude of 

La. The work-hardening model does not.allow for the increase of 	up to 

its limiting value during aging. This increase will also raise the work-

hardening rate. The increase in proportional limit was examined in terms 

of an existing theoretical model for yielding in a spinodally decomposed 

s' ructure. The experimentally determined proportional limit is much 

higher than the theoretically calculated value, and it is suggested that 
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• the discrepancy results from the limitation of the theoretical treatment 

to infinitesimal composition fluctuations. Some uncertainty is introduced 

into the above calculations because the spèLmens exmmined. were poly- 

• crystalline. It is felt however, that the present cpnc1sions are well 

substantiated by the gross differences between the theoretical and ob-

served proportional limits, and the large differences between the work- 

• hardening rates observed hre and the rates normally cited for face-centered 

cubic metals (or alloys containing coherent orecipitates). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. la Epoxy resin bonded tensile grips, shown disassembled with align- 

ment jig. 

Fig. lb Tensile grips with fracture specLiien mounted in open alignment 

j 1g. 

Fig. 2 Stress-strain curves for 40_60 alloys aged at 510
0
C. 

Fig. 3 Stress-strain curve for 40-60 ailpy aged 1 hr. at 51000. 

Fig. 4 Stress-strain curves for 	0-60 alloys aged 10 hrs. at 510 ° C. 

Fig. 5 Stress-strain curves for 	0-60 alloys after aging 20 hrs. at 

510° C 

Fig. 6 Stress-strain curve for 	0-60 alloy aged 40 hrs. at 410 0 C. 

Fig. 7 Stress-strain curves for 40-60 alloys after aging 200 hrs. 

at 	10° C. 

Fig. 8 Fracture surface of 	0-60 alloy tensile specimen aged 1 hr. at 

510° C. 	8< 

• 	 Fig. 9 40_60 alloy tensile specimen fracture surface. 	Aged 97.5 hrs. 

at 510° C prior totest. 	120x 

Fig. 10 Fracture surface of 1 0_60 alloy tensile specimen aged 1 hr. 

at 51000. 	170x 	 S 

Fig. 11 Grain-bodary precipitate at fcture surface of 	0-60 alloy 

tensile specimen, aged 97.5 hrs. at 510 ° C prior to fracture. 1500x 

Fig. 12 Small regions of grain-boundary fracture on tensile specimen of 

homogenized and quenched 40-60 al1or. 	15X 

Fig. 13 Appearance of central transgrannular region of fracture in 

4060 alloy tensile specimen,aged 5 In's. at 510C prior to 

fracture. 	1850x 	 S 	 • 
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Fig. 14 Slip traces on grains in a 10-6o 	lloy tensile specimen.. 	Tested 

after aging at 510 ° C. 	Grooves st grain boundaries are a result 

of the electropolishing technique. 	l000x 

• 	 Fig. 15 Coarse slip bands in grains on the fracture surface of a 	0-60 

alloy aged at 510
0
C prior to test. 	1000x 

Fig. 16 Variation in calculated structural modution wavelenh with 

isothermal aging time for 	111-60 alloys. 

• 	 Fig. 17 Comparison of experimental stress-strain curve with theoretical 

points for • 0-60 alloy aged 10 hrs. at 510°C. 
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